
Integrating Intelligence and Real-Time Controlinto Manufacturing Systems(Extended Abstract)David J. Musliner Edmund H. Durfee Kang G. ShinComputer Science and Engineering DivisionDepartment of Electrical Engineering and Computer ScienceThe University of MichiganAnn Arbor, Michigan 48109-2122fdjm,durfee,kgshing@eecs.umich.edu(313) 936-2495Among other requirements, intelligent man-ufacturing systems must provide methods bywhich the low-level control of ongoing man-ufacturing processes can be subjected to thehigher-level inuence of intelligent processing(either human or arti�cial). That is, the real-time control of individual devices must be mod-ulated both by considerations of dependenciesbetween devices and by broader considerationsof longer-term goals and expectations.Our research has focused on the problemsthat arise when trying to integrate classicalAI planning methods with the rigid perform-ance guarantees required by real-time domains.Manufacturing domains clearly require controlsystems that provide real-time response guar-antees to ensure, for example, that machineson an assembly line will process arriving partsin a timely fashion and avoid dropping, miss-ing, or damaging materials. At the same time,the move towards exible, intelligent manufac-turing has made it imperative that these sys-tems have the ability to deal with dynamicor uncertain environments that may includechanging production goals and schedules, chan-ging deadlines, uncertain part positions, etc.Unfortunately, the various AI and schedulingmethods that have been developed to deal withthese types of di�cult problems are not suited

to real-time guarantees. These methods gen-erally involve heuristic search in exponentialsearch spaces, so that, in the worst case, theirprocessing time requirements are exponential.As a result, it is not possible to allocate suf-�cient computational resources to guaranteethat these large-scale search problems can besolved within rigid deadlines.To address this problem of integrating real-time and AI processing, we have investigatedthe Cooperative Intelligent Real-time ControlArchitecture (CIRCA) [1, 2], which is designedto support both hard real-time response guar-antees and unrestricted AI methods that canguide those real-time responses. Figure 1 illus-trates the architecture, in which an AI subsys-tem (AIS) reasons about high-level problemsthat require its powerful but uncertain reason-ing methods, while a separate real-time sub-system (RTS) uses its predictable performancecharacteristics to deal with low-level problemsthat require guaranteed response times.Prototype implementations of CIRCA havebeen applied to two domains. In the �rst ver-sion, the system piloted a Hero 2000 mobilerobot through the hallways of our building,providing guaranteed collision avoidance reac-tions and search-based navigation. A newerversion of the system controls a simulated
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signalsFigure 1: The Cooperative Intelligent Real-Time Control Architecture.Puma robot arm, which must pack parts ar-riving on a conveyor belt into a nearby box.The parts can have several shapes (e.g., square,rectangle, triangle), each of which requires adi�erent packing strategy. The control systemmay not initially know how to pack all of thepossible types of parts{ it may have to performsome search algorithm to derive an appropriatebox-packing strategy. The robot arm is alsoresponsible for reacting to an emergency alertlight. If the light goes on, the system mustpush the button next to the light before a �xeddeadline.CIRCA's goal is to be \intelligent aboutreal-time," as opposed to being \intelligent inreal-time." That is, CIRCA's AI processingis not constrained to meet deadlines. In-stead, the RTS is responsible for executing re-actions that are guaranteed to meet the do-main's hard deadlines, while the AIS executesless-predictable search algorithms that addresshigher-level problems without hard deadlines.For example, in our Puma arm domain, theRTS is programmed (by the AIS) with a set ofreactions (cast as test-action pairs, or TAPs)that are known to respond in time to emer-gency alerts and to the arrival of parts onthe conveyor belt. While the RTS is execut-ing those reactions, ensuring that the systemavoids failure, the AIS is able to execute high-variance heuristic search methods to �nd thenext appropriate set of reactions. In the ex-ample domain, the AIS may derive a new box-packing algorithm that can handle a new typeof arriving part. The derivation of this new

algorithm does not need to meet a hard dead-line, because the reactions concurrently execut-ing on the RTS will continue handling all ar-riving parts, just stacking unfamiliar ones ona nearby table temporarily. When the newbox-packing algorithm has been developed andintegrated with additional reactions that pre-vent failure, the new schedule of reactions canbe downloaded to the RTS. Thus CIRCA isable to apply unrestricted AI methods to di�-cult, high-level problems while also guarantee-ing low-level control responses that will meetdeadlines.Our investigations of CIRCA to date have fo-cused on two main features. First, we have de-veloped a scheduling module and a structuredinterface that allow the unconstrained AI sub-system to asynchronously direct the real-timesubsystem without violating any response-timeguarantees. The scheduling module is giveninformation about the resources available tothe RTS, and attempts to build guaranteedschedules of reactions that are suggested by theAIS. If the RTS resources are not su�cient toguarantee all of the desired reactions, the AISand Scheduler engage in an iterative process oftrading o� various performance characteristicsin exchange for lowered resource requirements.When a schedule is �nally produced by this co-operative reasoning, the AIS can download thenew schedule to the RTS.The AIS/RTS interface relies on incre-mental, non-blocking communication that isscheduled explicitlywithin the test-action pairsexecuted by the RTS. Thus communication in



and out of the RTS is predictable, and cannotcause any guaranteed RTS reactions to misstheir deadlines; the RTS never waits for com-munication from the AIS. Switching executionfrom one schedule of reactions to another islikewise a very rapid and predictable opera-tion which is accounted for in the RTS reactionschedules.Our second research focus has been themethods used by the AIS to derive the set ofreactions that should be executed by the RTS.The AIS reasons about an internal model ofthe world and the actions that the RTS cantake to sense and a�ect the world. We havedeveloped a formal de�nition of this model ofagent/environment interactions, and the as-sumptions on which the model is based [2].Within the context of this model, we haveshown how CIRCA's reactive control plans canbe proven to simultaneously guarantee the sys-tem's safety and achieve its high-level goals.We have implemented an algorithm that sim-ultaneously builds up the set of possible worldstates and plans reactions as needed to avoidsystem failures and achieve the system's goals.Together with the scheduling module, thisworld modeling and planning mechanism es-sentially automates the generation of a stablereal-time control plan tailored to the expectedworld states.In summary, our research on CIRCA rep-resents a �rst step towards an integrated sys-tem supporting both the real-time responseguarantees required for low-level control andthe uncertain, search-based AI algorithms usedto address high-level, goal-directed planningand scheduling. Integrating these capabilitieswill be an essential feature of future intelligentmanufacturing systems.
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